
Bendable Solutions

Packaging

We focus on the little things with every product we make, which is evident in both our 

product design and function. Twisting the world of problem-solving and creativity into 

unique solutions.
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Contact Us Today!
PolyTwist® Pat. 5,989,683  6,663,809  6,372,068  6,673,413  7,011,879  Patent Pending

Bedford Industries | ElastiTag®

1659 Rowe Ave | PO Box 39

Worthington, MN 56187-0039

Ph: 1-507-376-4136 | Fax: 1-507-376-6742

Toll Free US/Canada:
1-877-BEDFORD (233-3673)

www.bedford.com | www.elastitag.com

email: bedford@bedford.com

BEDFORD®

Products can be custom-printed... 
to include company name, logo, website, product information, and more to help you brand your product.

You’ve used them a million times, right? 

Bedford Twist Tie™ products are every-

where. There’s a reason we’re the world 

leader. If you’re tying, closing, or bundling, 

we’ve got the product for you.

Bedford Double Wire Tin-Tie® spools do the 

job if your process utilizes automation 

equipment. We can pre-apply adhesive with 

our exclusive Clean Edge Technology™—so 

you have no sticky edges and no cumber-

some hot melt equipment to maintain. Or, 

buy our Double Wire Tin-Tie® plain and 

apply the adhesive yourself.

Bedford Peel & Stick® closures add value to 

your products with this reclosable feature 

customers love! Pressure sensitive, Clean 

Edge Technology™ makes Peel & Stick® 

easy to apply by hand or machine.

Roll N Close® is an intuitive reclosure for 

flexible packaging—simply keep rolling it 

down as you consume it. Roll N Close® 

comes pre-coated with adhesive, eliminat-

ing the need for a hot melt system.

Clip ties are ideal for bags that have a 

shorter neck or are made of a lighter weight 

material. Our wide variety of available 

lengths and colors will provide any sized 

bag with an easy-to-use reclosure.

Want a tag on the end of a twist tie? We 

can do that! Our Flag Ties® are perfect for 

identification and traceability. We can even 

give it a writeable surface—great for 

inventory and hard-to-label applications.

The perfect tie when a project requires a 

metal-free solution. Our patented PolyWire® 

core behaves so much like steel wire, 

you might not know the di�erence. 

Consumer-approved, microwaveable, and 

eco-friendly (ASTM D5511-02).


